Xulon Press Author's New Story Offers a Unique Perspective on Grief

An all-too-common story, told in a new way, can aid families suffering from loss.


The sad truth is that we will all experience a similar story of loss at some point in our lives. The hope and strength needed to endure is available to all.

“Our society seems to be preoccupied with death. Hope in Christ can bring us through life's hardest challenges,” said Zimmermann.

Pastor Gary McCusker has a MDIV from Denver Seminary and a Master's in Biblical Counseling from Colorado Christian University. He also contributed to “Youth Ministry Across the Continents.”

Xulon Press, a division of Salem Media Group, is the world’s largest Christian self-publisher, with more than 15,000 titles published to date. Home Runs for Heaven: A Story of God’s Faithfulness Told in Two Voices is available online through xulonpress.com/bookstore, amazon.com, and barnesandnoble.com.
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